GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR QUO VADIS PLANNER!

Whether you prefer viewing your appointments and tasks in a daily, weekly, or monthly spread, there is a Quo Vadis planner for you.

Each format is unique and provides different uses depending on your needs!

Our daily formats have become a favorite for those who like to recap their day instead of filling out each day with appointments.

This helps users to:
• remember more;
• slow down at the end of the day to think;
• and becomes a great keepsake at the end of every year to look back on.

Our weekly formats are grouped into four categories:
• horizontal
• horizontal with notes
• vertical
• vertical with notes

Each category of planners have different features that will enhance your time management skills.

Horizontal planners are best for those who like to maximize flexibility when they plan their week. With an open format, your priorities do not need to be tied to time.

Horizontal with notes are some of our most popular formats due to being able to view your entire week on one page paired with a page dedicated for notes. This gives you even more freedom in how you plan and structure your week. It also gives you a place for notes, doodles, ideas that are not tied to time or day.

Vertical and Vertical with notes feature some of our most classic planners. View your week on a two-page spread with dedicated areas for priorities, notes, to-dos, and more. These planners are ideal for power users with many appointments to keep track of and prefer a more structured time management tool.

Order online at www.exaclairb2b.com